Patriotic Tie Dye
Design your own unique tie dye apparel quickly
and easily–without messy, toxic dyes!
Skill level: Beginner
Crafting Time: 30 minutes

the ONLY non-toxic,
non-flammable aerosol
fabric paint!

MATERIALS:
• T-shirt, white 100% cotton

For best results, prewash and dry to minimize fading. Do not use fabric softener.

Patriotic Tie Dye
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• 1 can Simply Spray BLUE JAY
• 1 can Simply Spray POPPY RED
• Newspaper
• Paper towels
• Plastic bags (trash or grocery bags)
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Protect work area with newspaper.
Lay shirt flat.
Put plastic bag between layers of shirt to prevent paint from
soaking through fabric to back.
Shake can well before using.
Tear off safety tab.
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TIP: To avoid spatter, begin spraying off project
and end off project, using paper towel.
Hold can 6 to 8 inches away from project.
Maintain firm, even pressure on trigger, do not pump.
In a slow, sweeping motion, spray thin layers of paint.
Repeat spraying if needed for desired color.
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TO CREATE THIS TIE DYE EFECT::
A Crinkle the upper section of shirt with fingertips, including sleeves .
B Gather remaining fabric of the body of the shirt in an accordion fold to
create vertical "pleats". The tighter the pleats, the more sharply defined
your stripes will be.

C Spray only the crinkled upper section of shirt with BLUE JAY in thin
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layers of paint until desired color is achieved. Do not unfold shirt.
D Spray only the pleated lower section of shirt with POPPY RED in thin
layers of paint until desired color is achieved.
Let dry for 5 minutes, then unfold entire shirt.
Let dry approximately one hour before wearing.
Wait 72 hours to wash, no need to heat set. Do not use fabric softener.
Tumble dry on low, turn inside out.
Clean tip of nozzle between each use: Rinse nozzle under warm water or
tip can upside down and spray to clear nozzle.
Washes off hands with soap and water.

